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About This Game

Radiation Island is a survival adventure game where you craft your own destiny in a huge open world environment. As part of
the Philadelphia Experiment you have become stranded in a parallel, alternate reality. Discover this new and mysterious world,

with all its surprises. Use everything you find to survive it and solve its puzzle to get back to the real world.

Follow your own path in an environment of breathtaking beauty and gigantic scope. Explore huge forests inhabited by
dangerous wolves, bears and mountain lions. Investigate abandoned villages and old military compounds where zombies guard
vital tools, weapons and clues to the secrets of this world. You can even swim and dive, if you can avoid the hungry crocodiles.

Hunt wild animals, fish or gather fruits to overcome hunger. Mine for resources and craft weapons, tools and basic vehicles.
Find hidden treasures, equipment and fire arms to prevail in a world full of perils: radiation, anomalies, harsh weather and

enraged zombies.

Experience the full day-night cycle and face the dangers of darkness and cold.
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Title: Radiation Island
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Atypical Games
Publisher:
Atypical Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Win7/Win8 32/64 bit

Processor: 1.5 GHz or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8 or higher, ATI X1600 or higher, Intel HD 3000 or higher

Storage: 2000 MB available space

Additional Notes: A video card with minimum OpenGL 3.2 driver is required.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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this game is not for everone, however if you like text based sim, or our just a big wreslting fan. pick this one up. wait for a sale,
put pick up.

one big qualm with the game, why not have workshop? there are millions of mods for this, it seems pretty simple to give it
workshop.. My group all felt that for $10 this was very overpriced, and we all refunded it.

The art design is kitschy, and could work nicely, but doesn't as the interface is clunky and slow and missing some
simple\/standard quality of life features.

Some of the quirky fun makes sense - the characters and situations are wacky and wild, but there's very little variation. A lot of
what you'll do is hold down a button and rotate a gun to fire on enemies. It gets boring. And you'll repeat that again and again to
earn money to buy items.

Right now it's all very shallow game-play and the content amounts to repeating the same small set of stuff. It's a little too early,
for early access right now.. I really like the game, but bugs make the game very frustrating. First levels were fun, but now I'm
stuck at the end of the third age. The bugs make it impossible to complete the last wave, because weapons just don't fire from
time to time and shells tend to explode on invisible colliders and sometimes tunnel enemies.. I got this bundled with a few other
games. Before this, I had never seen the game. So take that into consideration for this review. I see others played it long ago, and
still enjoy it, which is fine, but I just can't get past the ONE BIT graphics. Pixels are either back or white. The view-port or
screen is tiny on modern monitors. While the game is kinda neat, and a lot of effort went into creating it, I think this game is
more of a playable museum piece than a viable game in 2018.. Very good game! It is so fun I couldn't stop playing. Fair price I
would get the package with the sheep's path if you want more gameplay.. incredibly wholesome . hope my pets dont refer to me
as mistress though
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I bought this ages ago and never went back to it until recently and im absolutely hooked. Its cracking, especially with mods, but
even the base game works fantastically well.
Well worth 15 quid. you know why you bought this. Another racer i just happend to like. A lot of offroad and gamemodes.
Include simple upgrades etc.. My favorite Putt-Putt game. It's one of those games, where you get the feeling that the developers,
came up with the title, and with it had all these great ideas of how to make a Putt-Putt game centered around time traveling. The
environments are all unique and diverse as they should be. Traveling between time periods makes for fun puzzle solving
experience. The randomized puzzles add a lot of replay value to the game. The music is simply fantastic. The characters are
memorable. Solid Humongous Entertainment game. You should play it now.. I like this game it's a lot of fun. Enemy turn times
still take forever but i don't mind having a little break to stuff some chips in my mouth and chug a steveweiser. I always come
back to this game when i want to smash out a few hours in a game without needing to invest in a long term play through. Kinda
like FTL in the sense you can just pick it up and have a few turns here and there or ragequit if you need to. Or play for an entire
day.. If you like MineSweeper games then this is perfect for you, while focusing on the main aspect of the game it does great at
involving multiplayer where you can either explore the world with your friends; play football or even take part in fancy dress.
If you are like me and have no friends then not to worry; the game supplies a bot for you that is surprisingly active as if it were a
real person.
10\/10 the game absolutely delivered what it promised and even a little bit extra. Will definitely continue to play the game after
perfecting the achievements and I can't wait to see what other basic games DillyFrame can take and make into a completely
unique and fresh idea. Bias: I am a dinosaur. Usually I would destory building not protect them.

I would say this game has a lot of potential. It is a simple tower defense with shooter component to it. There are 3 levels with 7
waves in each level. Map gets smaller with progression. If this game is continued to be worked on, I can see more levels easily
added and different monsters. Currently, only green slimes are attacking your tower, and depending on the gun you are able to
afford.

I will say that the base gun is a bit clunky. You can only shoot in 1 of the 8 cardinal directions, so when trying to aim with a free
flowing mouse, the shots do not go where you aim. In addition, the shop after each wave, in my opinion block potential tower
space, since you can place a tower in the are, and so that side, for me always felt weaker. I would also say the price of object
compared to the drop of coins are a bit off as well.

I would give this game an 7/10. It has a lot of potential, and if updated or added upon a lot of game play can be taken out of this.

. Well worth the price and the new character is very good, make sure you hit the plama ball in mid transition to blow it up for
more damage and jump pack with homing missles is really awesome. Albeit short, this game turned out to be action-packed fun.
It's no Battlefield 1942 or Desert Combat, but it definitely tries to be. Good stocking stuffer, but not much more.
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